
2.  Adding other ingredients to enhance  
 your filling:

Once the Cryst-o-fil® is at the correct temperature it is 
possible to add many more ingredients such as:
 

 Invert sugar or glucose syrup

 Additional oil

 Praliné

 Pure nut paste

 Additional tempered chocolate

 All kinds of crispy inclusions: nuts, cereals,  

 biscuit crumb, meringue, cake pieces...

 Alcohols, water based flavours & colours

 Oil based flavours & colours

 Fruit concentrates & compounds, marzipan

3.  Putting the final touches to your   
 creations:

Once you have your filling made you can use it in many 
different ways: 

 Extrusion 

 Enrobing

 Spreading on sheets 

 Depositing into moulds using One-Shot technology  

 or single nozzle depositors

 Into frames for cutting with a guitar cutter

 Piping by hand

Due to the pre-crystallized technology of  
Cryst-o-fil® your fillings will re-crystallize much 
quicker than fillings made from scratch. In fact, fillings 
made with Cryst-o-fil® only need one hour of cooling 
at 14-18°C to become re-crystallized giving you a 
perfect filling with great stability. 

Just 3 easy steps to create great tasting fillings!

NEW!   Instructions for use

1.  Heating to the correct temperature:

With Cryst-o-fil® it is really easy to make fantastic 
tasting fillings. If the Cryst-o-fil® is already at room 
temperature (21-22°C) it can be put immediately 
into a cutter or planetary mixer. To create a  
mousse use a whisk attachment at fast speed.  
If the Cryst-o-fil® has come from colder storage 
conditions it should first be gently heated to  
22-24°C before mixing. This can be done in several 
ways including a microwave (on half power), warm 
storage room or cupboard; temperature controlled 
heating tanks or a Stephan type cutter mixer.

For even further aeration you can also use a  
cutter mixer or Mondomix type technology  
where gas can also be incorporated to create  
air bubbles in the filling.

For a more fluid ganache/truffle style filling the  
Cryst-o-fil® can be gently heated to 27-28°C using 
the same methods described above but using gentle 
stirring to avoid air. 

Important Note: As Cryst-o-fil® is a pre-crystallized 
base made with real Belgian chocolate it must not be 
heated above 28°C.

AS EASY AS 1-2-3!

®

Cryst-o-fil®  + 10% invert sugar syrup

% Water addition Aw +/-0,02 Shelf Life at 4°C Shelf Life at 16°C Shelf Life at 20°C

2,5% 0,63 max. 12 months max. 12 months max. 12 months

4% 0,69 max. 12 months max. 12 months max. 12 months

7% 0,73 max. 12 months max. 12 months max. 12 months

13% 0,77 max. 12 months max. 12 months max. 3 months

17% 0,82 max. 12 months max.  3 months max. 1 month

13+1% alcohol 0,81 max. 12 months max. 12 months max. 12 months

 
Indicative values which can vary in function of quality of water,  
working conditions and type of finished goods.

CREATe GREAT TASTING FILLINGS



Creamy Cryst-o-fil® centres encased in crunchy macaron shells, in a variety of flavours.

Benefit
With Cryst-o-fil®, you can make a creamy filling that keeps your macaron soft on the inside, but crunchy 

on the outside.

Tips
By adding water to Cryst-o-fil®, you can adapt the water activity of the filling to keep the inner shell soft.  

Recommended AW=0,81.

Chocolate Macarons

®

Composition:
- Macaron Shell

- Cryst-o-fil® Fillings

Recipe for +/- 40 to 

50 finished macarons.

MACARON SHELL

Ingredients
PatisFrance  

Patis’Macaron Mix 500 g

Water at >50°C 100 g

Colouring Agent QS

Method
Heat the water to 60°C. Mix with the 

Patis’Macaron Mix and colouring 

agent at full speed for 4 min with a 

flat beater. Pipe onto silicon sheets. 

Bake on double trays for 20 min at 

135°C in a deck oven with the damper 

open. Leave the shells to cool.

CRYST-O-FIL® FILLINGS

Vanilla Flavoured  
Cryst-o-fil® Fillings in 
Chocolate Coloured Macarons

Ingredients
Cryst-o-fil® Blanc 200 g

PatisFrance Vanilla Extract  QS

Invert Sugar Syrup 20 g

Water 28 g

Tip
Add a drop of red fruit jam in the 

middle of fillings.

Moka Flavoured  
Cryst-o-fil® Fillings in 
Chocolate Coloured Macarons

Ingredients
Cryst-o-fil® Lait 200 g

Puratos Classic Moka 6 g

Invert Sugar Syrup 14 g

Water 28 g

Raspberry Flavoured  
Cryst-o-fil® Fillings in 
Chocolate Coloured Macarons

Ingredients
Cryst-o-fil® Noir  200 g

Puratos Classic Framboise 10 g

Invert Sugar Syrup 10 g

Water 28 g

Method
Soften the Cryst-o-fil® in the 

microwave and add the flavours.  

Mix until smooth and homogenous. 

Final Assembly
Pipe the filling onto the macaron 

shells and cover with a second 

macaron shell.

Recipe
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An elegant praline with a crispy centre.

Benefit
Cryst-o-fil® keeps crispy ingredients crispy for at 
least 9 months.

Tips
Crispy ingredients can be cereals, puffed rice, cookie 
pieces, Crousticrep, …as Cryst-o-fil® contains no 
water they won’t lose their crunch. The melting 
behaviour of the filling can be modified by the addition 
of 20% maximum of praliné or 10% maximum of 
hazelnut paste.

Crispy Carré

®

Milk chocolate covering a creamy 
cappuccino sensation. 

Benefit
Cryst-o-fil® allows you to make a traditional fresh 
butter cream like recipe with a long shelf life, and no 
compromise on taste and texture.

Tips
Better manage your production runs and have  
less out-of-date finished goods, while offering this 
classic praline.

CAPpUCCINO MANON

Ingredients 
Soluble Coffee 6 g
Water 8 g
Rum 3 g
Cryst-o-fil® Blanc 300 g
Invert Sugar  30 g
Caramelized Hazelnuts  100 g

Method
Soften the Cryst-o-fil® Blanc in the microwave
and smooth with a whisk. Add the diluted coffee,  
rum and the invert sugar to the Cryst-o-fil® Blanc. 
Mix all ingredients together. Using the piping bag, 
dress the filling on the chocolate bottoms.  
On top of this, place the caramelized  
hazelnut. Leave to crystallize at 18°C.  
Enrobe with tempered Belcolade  
Lait Selection 03X5/J.

Ingredients
Cryst-o-fil® Noir 300 g

Cryst-o-fil® Lait 300 g

PatisFrance Crousticrep 20 g

PatisFrance Praline a L’ancienne 150 g

Belcolade Lait Selection 03X5/J 100 g

Method
Soften the Cryst-o-fil® Noir and Lait in 

the microwave and smooth with a whisk. 

Add the rest of the ingredients. Spread 

out on a paper a thin layer of tempered 

Belcolade Noir Selection C501/J. 

Put on top a square of 6mm and 

fill the square up with the filling. 

Let crystallize and cut the required shape. Enrobe 

with tempered Belcolade Noir Selection C501/J. 

Recipe

Recipe
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Snap into a creamy chocolate centre flavoured 
with orange and a hint of Maracuja.

Benefit
Cryst-o-fil® works perfectly with One-Shot applications.

Tips
At 27-28°C, Cryst-o-fil® has the required texture to be 
co-extruded with the chocolate. For optimal usage of 
One-Shot, temperature of fillings should be 1 or 2°C 
lower than tempered chocolate. Cryst-o-fil® based 
fillings allows you to achieve this recommendation. 

Crystallization speed and retraction behaviour of  
Cryst-o-fil® based fillings is similar to chocolate 
shell, avoiding all issues of leaking and breakage.

Palet Fin Orange

®

Experience a thin layer of dark chocolate 
hiding an aerated light banana mousse with 
a hint of rum.

Benefit
Cryst-o-fil® creates a stable mousse texture.

Tips
Stable aeration can be easily achieved by using a 
traditional mixer or Mondomix-like technology. By 
aerating Cryst-o-fil®, you can more than double the 
volume, and reduce the cost of your recipe. 

Addition of small quantities of sugar syrup or water 
will help you to achieve this result. For example, 
during tests, we recorded the following results:
Hobart mixer density 0.65 gr/cm3

Mondomix density 0.45 gr/cm3

Banana Mousse Bar

Ingredients 
Cryst-o-fil® Lait  300 g

Puratos Classic Banana 15 g

Rum 5 g

Invert Sugar 20 g

Method
Soften the Cryst-o-fil® Lait in the microwave 

and smooth with a whisk. Add the Puratos Classic 

Banana, rum and invert sugar. Whip this

preparation up for minimum 3

minutes, so that you will have 

a very light and aerated filling. 

Fill into a pre-made bar and 

close after crystallization 

with tempered Belcolade 

Noir Selection C501/J.

Ingredients
Cryst-o-fil® Lait  400 g

Puratos Classic Orange 20 g

Puratos Classic Maracuja 5 g

Method
Soften the Cryst-o-fil® Lait in the microwave 

and pour into the blender. Add the Puratos Orange 

and Maracuja mix till you have a smooth filling  

with a temperature of 27°C. Add Belcolade  

Noir Selection C501/J and Cryst-o-fil® 

filling to One-Shot machine.

Recipe

Recipe
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The classic Belgian truffle with melt-in-the-
mouth hazelnut butter cream coated with milk  
chocolate and rolled in crunchy caramelized 
hazelnut pieces.

Benefit
Recreate this classic truffle recipe with a long shelf life.

Tips
Better manage your production runs and have less 
out-of-date finished goods, while offering this 
classic chocolate.

HAZELNUT TRUFFLE 

Ingredients
Cryst-o-fil® Blanc 700 g
Glucose Syrup 60 g
Invert Sugar 25 g
Fresh Cream 35% 70 g
Belcolade Hazelnut Praliné BF-PR2 130 g
Belcolade Lait Selection 03X5/J 70 g 

Method
Soften the Cryst-o-fil® Blanc in the microwave 
(23-24°C) then add other ingredients and mix 
together. Put the filling in a mixer using the whisk 
attachment whip on fast speed for 3 min. Extrude 
or pipe the filling on a plastic sheet in  
oblong shapes approx 2.5cm in length. 
Cool for 20 min at approx 12°C. 
Enrobe with tempered Belcolade 
Lait Selection 03X5/J and 
roll in caramelized hazelnuts 
pieces to finish.

®

A truffle with a white chocolate Kirsch  
centre in a dark chocolate shell rolled in 
cocoa powder.

Benefit
Recreate the classic Black Forest cake into a long  
shelf life truffle.

Tips
Better manage your production runs and have less  
out-of-date finished goods, while offering this
classic chocolate.

Black Forest TRUFFLE

Ingredients 
Cryst-o-fil® Blanc 500 g
Oil 30 g
Glucose Syrup 40 g
Kirsch 50 g
Puratos Classic Cherry 45 g
Liquor Anis 5 g
 
Method
Soften the Cryst-o-fil® Blanc in the microwave to 
25-27°C and smooth with a whisk. Add the other 
ingredients and mix on low speed for 1 min.  
After mixing, pipe the filling directly into  
pre-moulded truffle shells made with  
Belcolade Noir Selection C501/J.  
Leave to crystallize at 16°C. Close  
truffle shell with a small amount of  
Belcolade Noir Selection C501/J.  
Enrobe with Belcolade Noir  
Selection C501/J and roll in  
cocoa powder to finish.

Recipe

Recipe
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®

Amaretti biscuit with a creamy 
base dipped in dark compound 
chocolate.

Benefit
With Cryst-o-fil®, create a 
smooth butter cream filling.

Tips
Easily incorporate alcohol and 
other water based flavours to 
butter cream type fillings.

Amaretti 
Recipe

Recipe

Composition:
- Macaron
- Cryst-o-fil® Filling

MACARON

Ingredients 
Water (>50°C) 200 g
PatisFrance Patis’Macaron 1000 g
Aroma Bitter Almond 80 g

Method
Heat the water to 50°C. Mix with the 
Patis’Macaron and aroma at medium 
speed for 4 min with a flat beater. 
Pipe on 2cm (5 g) to silicon sheets 
and powder with sugar. Let it set for 
60 min. Lightly press the top of each 
biscuit with finger to shape. Bake for 
12 minutes at 160°C in a convection 
oven with open damper. Or bake in  
a deck oven for 14-16 minutes at 
180°C, with open damper. Leave  
the shells to cool.

CRYST-O-FIL® FILLING

Ingredients 
Cryst-o-fil® Blanc (23°C) 1000 g
Kirsch 150 g
Glucose 50 g
Lemon Juice 5 g

Method
Mix the Cryst-o-fil® Blanc with the 
Kirsch. Pipe approx. 8 g using a 
smooth nozzle on a silicon sheet. 
Cover with an Amaretti biscuit.  
Cool. Dip the filling in  
Puratos Carat  
Coverlux Dark. 

Just melt this chocolate lollipop 
directly in hot milk and experience  
a real hot chocolate drink!

Benefit
With Cryst-o-fil®, hot chocolate 
sticks are easy to make and dissolve 
perfectly in hot milk.

Tips
Cryst-o-fil® quick melting behaviour 
gives instant flavour and aroma 
release. During production, the 
product sets after 1 hour at 15°C, a 
much shorter period of time to wait 
before coating the centre compared 
to a traditional centre. All types of 
flavours, alcohol, spices, and 5 to 
10% glucose or invert sugar syrup 
can be added. 

Hot chocolate 
Drink

Ingredients
Cryst-o-fil® Noir 350 g
Cryst-o-fil® Lait 250 g
Glucose    30 g
Invert Sugar   20 g
Water    10 g

Method
Soften the Cryst-o-fil® Noir and 
Lait in the microwave (23-24°C) and 
smooth with a whisk. Add the rest  
of the ingredients and whip up for  
2-5 min at 80% speed capacity. 
Spread out in a square of 2.5cm 
thickness and allow to crystallize at 
15°C for 1 hour. Cut with the guitar 
into a 2.5cm x 2.5cm square and 
enrobe with tempered Belcolade 
Noir Selection C501/J. Insert the 
stick before crystallization. Let 
crystallize for 12 hours. Heat up 

150 ml of milk to 95°C and stir until 
completely dissolved.

To create a praliné flavour lollipop, 
simply add 90 g of Belcolade 
Hazelnut Praliné to the recipe  
and follow the method as above.

CREATe GREAT TASTING FILLINGS



®

Delicious cake with irresistible chocolate layers.

Benefit
With Cryst-o-fil® and Puratos’ long shelf life cake concentrates you can easily make a chocolate cake that stays 
fresh and moist.  

Tips
Adding vegetable oil gives a softer texture at room temperature and is easier to work with when you don’t have 
a heated dosing machine. Adding water keeps the cake moist. Recommended water activity is 0,75-0,78 for an 
extended shelf life. 

Chocolate Filled Layer Cakes

Composition:
- SATIN Layer Cake
- Cryst-o-fil® Filling

SATIN LAYER CAKE

Layer Cake Plain

Ingredients 
Puratos Easy SATIN  
Moist Cake Yellow 300 g
Sugar 425 g
Flour 190 g
Potassium Sorbate 5 g
Native Wheat Starch 80 g
Eggs 400 g
Oil 400 g
Glycerol 80 g
Water 120 g

Method
Mix all ingredients together for  
5 min at high speed with a flat beater. 
Deposit the cake on a baking tray. 
Bake +/- 20 minutes at 180ºC.

Layer Cake Dark

Ingredients 
Puratos Easy SATIN  
Moist Cake Dark 300 g
Sugar 425 g
Flour 190 g
Potassium Sorbate 5 g
Native Wheat Starch 80 g
Eggs 400 g

Oil 400 g
Glycerol 80 g
Water 120 g

Method
Mix all ingredients together for  
5 min at high speed with a flat beater. 
Deposit the cake on a baking tray. 
Bake +/- 20 minutes at 180ºC.

BASIC CRYST-O-FIL® FILLING

Ingredients 
Cryst-o-fil® Noir, Lait or Blanc 730 g 
Vegetable Oil 110 g 
Invert Sugar Syrup   70 g 
Water 90 g

Method
Soften the Cryst-o-fil® in the 
microwave (24-26°C). Add vegetable  
oil, invert sugar syrup and water. 
Mix and homogenize in planetary 
or cutter mixer. Aerate by whipping 
in a planetary mixer with a whisk 
attachment or cutter mixer. 
Temperature of filling must remain 
under 26°C.

Assembly: 
Fill with a thin layer of  
Cryst-o-fil® filling.

EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT 
FLAVOURED FILLINGS

Dark Chocolate & Raspberry
Cryst-o-fil® Noir 730 g
Vegetable Oil 110 g
Puratos Classic Framboise   50 g
Sugar Syrup 20 g
Water 90 g

Milk Chocolate & Moka
Cryst-o-fil® Lait    730 g
Vegetable Oil 110 g
Puratos Classic Moka   50 g
Sugar Syrup 20 g
Water 90 g

Brownie Crumb
Cryst-o-fil® Noir 385 g
Brownie Crumbs 415 g
Vegetable Oil 65 g
Invert Sugar Syrup    40 g
Water 95 g

Method
Mix and crush all ingredients together 
in cutter mixer in order to get smooth 
texture. Temperature of filling to 
remain below 26°C.

Recipe
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®

Delicious moist cake muffins with an irresistible chocolate centre.

Benefit
With Cryst-o-fil® and Puratos’ long shelf life muffin concentrates, you can easily make chocolate muffins 
that stay fresh and moist.

Tips
Adding vegetable oil to Cryst-o-fil® gives a softer texture at room temperature and makes it easier to work when 
you don’t have a heated dosing machine. Adding water to Cryst-o-fil® helps preserve the moist texture of the muffins. 
The recommended water activity range for extended shelf life is between 0,75-0,78. You can also recuperate all sorts 
of waste like brownie crumbs, cakes and add this to your Cryst-o-fil® filling to create new flavours and save costs 
at the same time.

Chocolate Filled Muffins

Composition:
- Easy SATIN Muffin
- Cryst-o-fil® Filling

EASY SATIN MUFFIN

Ingredients 
Puratos Easy SATIN Muffin 300 g
Sugar 395 g
Flour 225 g
Potassium Sorbate 5 g
Native Wheat Starch  75 g
Eggs 400 g
Oil 350 g
Glycerol 80 g
Water (20°C) 170 g

Method
Mix all ingredients together for  
5 min. Pipe 90 g in a mould. Bake.

BASIC CRYST-O-FIL® FILLING

Ingredients 
Cryst-o-fil® Noir, Lait or Blanc 730 g 
Vegetable Oil 110 g 
Invert Sugar Syrup   70 g 
Water 90 g

Method
Soften the Cryst-o-fil® in the 
microwave (24-26°C). Add vegetable 

oil, invert sugar syrup and water. Mix 
and homogenize in planetary or cutter 
mixer. Avoid high speed or work under 
vacuum to avoid air incorporation.

EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT 
FLAVOURED FILLINGS

Dark Chocolate & Raspberry
Cryst-o-fil® Noir 730 g
Vegetable Oil 110 g
Puratos Classic Framboise   50 g
Sugar Syrup 20 g
Water 90 g

Milk Chocolate & Moka
Cryst-o-fil® Lait    730 g
Vegetable Oil 110 g
Puratos Classic Moka   50 g
Sugar Syrup 20 g
Water 90 g

Brownie Crumb
Cryst-o-fil® Noir 385 g
Brownie Crumbs 415 g
Vegetable Oil 65 g
Invert Sugar Syrup    40 g
Water 95 g

Method
Mix and crush all ingredients together 
in cutter mixer in order to get smooth 
texture. Temperature of filling has to 
remain below 26°C.

Assembly
Inject filling into muffin after baking.

Recipe
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Composition:	
-	Shortbread

-	Caramel	Cryst-o-fil®		Filling

Recipe	for	1	rectangular	frame		

of	27cm	x	36cm.

SHORTBREAD

Ingredients 
Puratos	Aristo	Primeur	Crema	 200	g

Sugar	 200	g

Flour	 200	g

PatisFrance	Blanched		

Ground	Almonds		 100	g

PatisFrance	Blanched

Ground	Hazelnuts		 100	g

Belcolade	PPP	Cocoa	Butter	 100	g

Belcolade	Praliné		

Hazelnut	BF-PR2	 200	g

Belcolade	Lait		

Selection	03X5/J		 100	g

Method
After	softening	the	Aristo	Primeur	

Crema,	mix	it	with	the	almonds,	

hazelnuts,	sugar	and	flour	to	obtain		

a	crumble.	Pass	through	a	sieve		

and	bake	for	±10	min	at	180°C.		

Take	600	g	of	this	baked	crumble	

and	mix	with	the	Praliné,	the	melted	

Cocoa	Butter	and	the	Belcolade		

Lait	Selection	03X5/J.

CARAMEL CRYST-O-FIL®  FILLING

Ingredients 
Cryst-o-fil®	Lait	 750	g

Puratos	Deli-Caramel		 600	g

Method
Soften	the	Cryst-o-fil®	Lait	in	

the	microwave	and	mix	with	the		

Deli-Caramel.	Mix	it	until	smooth		

and	homogenous.

Final Assembly
Put	a	±	6mm	layer	of	the	shortbread	

crumble	into	a	square	frame.	Place	

into	the	fridge	to	set	for	60	min.	

Remove	from	the	fridge	and	add		

a	6mm	layer	of	the	caramel	filling	on	

the	top.	Place	back	into	the	fridge	to	

set	for	30	min.	Finish	by	covering	with	

a	thin	layer	of	tempered	Belcolade	

Lait	Selection	03X5/J	and	using	a	

piping	bag,	drizzle	some	Belcolade	

Noir	Selection	C501/J.	Cut	into	the		

desired	shape.

®

A delicious crumble base, topped with a creamy caramel and covered with milk chocolate.

Benefit
With	Cryst-o-fil®,	make	a	long	shelf	life	version	of	this	classic	caramel	topped	shortbread	recipe.

Tips
As	Cryst-o-fil®	has	low	water	activity	the	shortbread	will	stay	crunchy	over	the	entire	shelf	life	of	the	product.	
Please	see	instructions	for	use	for	guidelines	on	shelf	life	and	water	activity.

Shortbread

Recipe
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®

Delicious chocolate bar made up by a layer of shortbread, caramel and Cryst-o-fil®. 

Benefit
With	Cryst-o-fil®,	you	can	create	a	light	creamy	texture	by	the	addition	of	water	and	whisking.

Tips
Adding	pure	water	will	shorten	the	shelf	life	of	the	final	product.	Please	refer	to	instructions	for	use	for	more	details.	

If	the	water	activity	of	the	filling	is	higher	than	the	water	activity	of	the	base	(cookie,	shortbread,…)	the	base	will	
become	soft	due	to	the	water	migration	coming	from	the	filling.	In	this	case,	the	layer	of	caramel	separates	the	filling	
and	shortbread	to	avoid	water	migration.

Caramel chocolate bar

Composition:
-	Shortbread

-	Vanilla	Caramel	

- Cryst-o-fil®	Filling

-	Enrobing:	Belcolade	Lait		

			Selection	03X5/J

SHORTBREAD

Ingredients 
Butter	 400	g

Salt	 3	g

Icing	Sugar	 150	g

Whole	Eggs	 150	g

Flour	 650	g

Almond	Powder	 100	g

Method
Mix	the	butter,	salt,	icing	sugar	and	

whole	eggs	in	a	bowl	with	a	beater.	

Fold	in	the	sieved	flour	and	almond	

powder.	Allow	to	cool	for	one	hour	at	

4°C.		After	cooling,	roll	out	the	dough	

to	4mm	and	cut	rectangles	of	1.5cm	x	

7.5cm.	Place	the	rectangles	on	a	tray	

with	silicon	sheet	and	bake	at	170°C.	

After	baking,	keep	dry	before	using.

VANILLA CARAMEL

Ingredients 
Cook at 120°C in a pan:
Granulated	Sugar	 150	g

Glucose	Syrup	 50	g

Fresh	Cream	35%	 300	g

Cool down by adding a  
syrup made with:
Water	 40	g

Granulated	Sugar	 20	g

Invert	Sugar	Syrup	 50	g

Cook again to 118°C then add:
Butter	 20	g

Cocoa	Butter	 10	g

Method
Pour	caramel	into	a	3mm	high	

frame	and	allow	to	set	before	cutting	

rectangles	of	1.5cm	x	7.5cm.		

Place	caramel	rectangles		

on	shortbread	bases.

CRYST-O-FIL® FILLING

Ingredients 
Cryst-o-fil®	Lait	 500	g		

PatisFrance	Pralinor	Praliné	 100	g		

Water	 25	g

Method
Soften	the	Cryst-o-fil®	Lait	in	

the	microwave	(22-25°C)	and	add	

other	ingredients	then	whisk	to	

get	light	mousse	texture.	Pipe	the	

mousse	onto	the	rectangles.	Allow		

to	set	at	12-18°C.	Enrobe	with	

Belcolade	Lait	Selection	03X5/J.

Recipe
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®

The classic French Paris-Brest made of choux pastry and a heavenly praliné flavoured cream.

Benefit
With Cryst-o-fil® the choux will remain crispier for longer!

Tips
Add water and whip Cryst-o-fil® to obtain a delicious light cream centre.

Paris-Brest  

Composition:
- Choux Pastry

- Cryst-o-fil® Hazelnut Cream

Makes approx. 20 individual portions. 

CHOUX PASTRY

Ingredients 
Puratos Tegral Clara Super 250 g

Water 400 g

Oil 100 g

PatisFrance Blanched  

Sliced Almond As needed

Method
In a bowl, mix Tegral Clara Super,  

hot water and the oil together for  

8 min at high speed. Pipe the desired 

shape. Add the almonds on the top. 

Spread some icing sugar on the top. 

Bake at 160°C for 15 min damper 

closed and 30 min damper open.  

Fill after cooling.

CRYST-O-FIL® HAZELNUT CREAM

Ingredients 
Cryst-o-fil® Blanc 900 g

Water 225 g

Belcolade Hazelnut Praliné 375 g

Puratos Classic Hazelnut  48 g 

Method
Soften the Cryst-o-fil® Blanc in the 

microwave (23-25°C). Whip with a 

beater adding water (20-25°C). Add 

the Praliné and the Classic Hazelnut. 

Whip till homogeneous with a 

planetary mixer.

Decoration
Cut the Paris-Brest in two using a 

serrated knife. Garnish with 75 g 

praliné cream swirls using a pastry 

bag fitted with an average fluted 

nozzle. Sprinkle on top with  

some non melting icing sugar. 

To create a pistachio flavoured  
Paris-Brest follow the recipe below.

CRYST-O-FIL® PISTACHIO CREAM

Ingredients 
Cryst-o-fil® Blanc 900 g

Water 225 g

PatisFrance  

Pistachio Praliné 375 g

 

Method
Please see above recipe.

Recipe
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CREATe GREAT TASTING FILLINGS

®

A short crust pie filled with a crispy choco and banana layer covered with a dark  
chocolate ganache.

Benefit
Cryst-o-fil® acts as a barrier against water migration from the ganache to the short crust, improving texture 
and shelf-life.

Tips
Adding crunchy ingredients to Cryst-o-fil® further adds texture and enhances the overall experience of this 
delicious tarte.

Tarte Choco Banane

Composition:
- Short Crust

- Crispy Layer

- Banana Filling

- Ganache

Recipe for 3 tarts of 18cm diameter.

SHORT CRUST

Ingredients 
Puratos Tegral Patacrout 1000 g

Puratos Altima  

Exclusif Croissant 400 g

Eggs 100 g

Method
Mix the Tegral Patacrout with the 

Altima Exclusif  Croissant. Add the 

eggs. Keep in the fridge. Laminate 

the shortcrust at 3mm. Dock the 

base. Put in a circle and bake for 

about 15 min at 180°C.

CRISPY LAYER

Ingredients 
Cryst-o-fil® Lait 200 g

Belcolade Hazelnut Praliné 100 g

Puratos Deli-Citron 35 g

Speculoos Cookies 35 g 

Method
Soften the Cryst-o-fil® Lait in the 

microwave and add the Hazelnut 

Praliné and Deli-Citron. Finally add 

the crushed speculoos cookies.

GANACHE

Ingredients   
Belcolade Ganache 700 g

Water 105 g 

Method
Soften the Ganache, add the water 

and mix with a blender.

Assembly & Decoration
Spread a layer of crispy filling on  

the short crust then spread a layer 

of Puratos Cremfil Classic Banana 

on top and cover with the ganache. 

Leave to set.

Recipe


